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(57) ABSTRACT 

A sample processing system (101) that may be automated 
and methods are disclosed Where sample(s) (198) are 
arranged on a carrier element (197) and a process operation 
control system (171) automatically processes the sample(s) 
perhaps robotically With a sample process parameter input 
(173) that may be independent and an independent process 
parameter memory that does not interrupt process operation 
When being used. There may be an interspersial robotic 
control element responsive to an automatic data replication 
memory and to Which a robotic motion system is responsive. 
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ADVANCE PROGRAMMED SAMPLE 
PROCESSING SYSTEM AND METHODS OF 

BIOLOGICAL SLIDE PROCESSING 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0001] This application relates to the ?eld of sample 
processing systems and methods of entering information for 
the processing of samples. The present invention may be 
directed to the automated processing, treatment, or even 
staining of samples arranged on carriers, such as slides, and 
in some embodiments, directed to the continuous or batch 
processing of samples and carriers. Embodiments may fur 
ther relate to control systems for sample processing and data 
input, acquisition, maintenance, and retrieval for sample 
processing. Applications to Which the present invention may 
especially relate include immunohistochemistry, in-situ 
hybridiZation, ?uorescent in-situ hybridiZation, special 
staining, and cytology, as Well as potentially other chemical 
and biological applications. 

BACKGROUND 

[0002] Sample processing in immunohistochemical (IHC) 
applications and in other chemical and biological analyses 
may require one or a number of various processing 
sequences or protocols as part of an analysis of one or more 
samples. The sample, processing sequences or protocols 
may be de?ned by the individual or organiZation requesting 
an analysis, such as a pathologist or histologist of a hospital, 
and may be further de?ned by the dictates of a particular 
analysis to be performed. 

[0003] In preparation for sample analysis, a biological 
sample may be acquired by knoWn sample acquisition 
techniques and may comprise, for example in IHC applica 
tions, tissues generally or even in some applications one or 
a plurality of isolated cells, such as in microarray samples, 
and may be presented on a sample carrier including but not 
limited to microscope slides. Furthermore, the sample may 
be presented on the carrier variously and potentially in some 
form of preservation. As one example, a sample such as a 
layer or slice of skin may be preserved in formaldehyde and 
presented on a carrier With one or more paraffin or other 
chemical layers in?ltrating the sample. 

[0004] Immunologic applications, for example, may 
require processing sequences or protocols that comprise 
steps such as deparaf?niZation, target retrieval, reagent 
application, and staining, especially for in-situ hybridiZation 
(ISH) techniques. In some applications, these steps may 
have been performed manually, potentially creating a time 
intensive protocol and necessitating personnel to be actively 
involved in the sample processing. Even When performed 
automatically, there have been inef?ciencies in such sys 
tems. Attempts have been made to automate sample pro 
cessing to address the need for expedient sample processing 
and a less manually burdensome operation. HoWever, such 
previous efforts may have not fully addressed certain spe 
ci?c needs for an automated sample processing system. 
Previous efforts to automate sample processing may be 
de?cient in several aspects that prevent more robust auto 
mated sample processing, such as: the lack of suf?cient 
computer control and monitoring of sample processing; the 
lack of information sharing for processing protocol and 
processing status, especially for individual samples; the lack 
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of practical information input and process de?nition entry 
capabilities; the lack of diagnostic capabilities; and the lack 
of real-time or adaptive capabilities for multiple sample 
batch processing. 

[0005] Past efforts at automated sample processing for 
samples presented on carriers such as slides, such as US. 
Pat. No. 6,352,861 to Ventana Medical Systems, Inc. and 
US. Pat. No. 5,839,091 to LabVision Corporation, have not 
afforded the various advantages and other combinations of 
features as presented herein. 

[0006] One of the various aspects that has not been 
adequately addressed in even automated process system is 
that of information entry. In practical terms, entry has often 
required both detailed knoWledge of an often-sophisticated 
process system and physical access to such systems. It has 
also been frequently limited to entry or input of data at or 
about the time the actual processing Was to occur. In spite of 
the fact that many have appreciated the practical needs of 
users and institutions in this regard, such aspects have not 
been an adequately address to date. 

DISCLOSURE OF INVETION 

[0007] The present invention presents an automated 
sample processing system that greatly simpli?es and make 
extremely more practical the functions of inputting infor 
mation for automated sample processing. As described, 
sample processing can be accomplished as disclosed herein. 
In providing this disclosure, it should be understood that the 
various examples and designs disclosed for sample process 
ing and other disclosed techniques, are not meant to limit the 
present invention to any particular embodiment, Whether 
apparatus, method, or otherWise. These descriptions are 
provided rather to describe various sample processing tech 
niques in a manner in Which the present invention can be 
understood. The descriptions incorporated by reference and 
the various examples should not be construed to limit the 
present invention to only such techniques. This disclosure, 
hoWever, may be understood to incorporate the various 
techniques in the context of the various embodiments of the 
present invention. 

[0008] The techniques and systems of sample processing 
are addressed in a fashion that may provide the processing 
of one or more samples or of a plurality of groups of one or 
more samples in sequential or non-sequential fashion. Pro 
cessing of samples may be determined by the protocol to be 
folloWed for each sample or a protocol for multiple samples. 
Aspects of the present invention may be especially appli 
cable to sample processing having one or a plurality of 
processing steps to be performed on one, a portion, or an 
entirety of samples, such protocols identi?ed in some 
instances by individual carriers presenting the samples or by 
the individual samples themselves. As mentioned, the 
present invention may be especially applicable to immuno 
histochemistry (IHC) techniques, as Well as in-situ hybrid 
iZation (ISH) and ?uorescent in-situ hybridiZation (FISH), 
special staining of samples, and microarrays; especially 
techniques incorporating target retrieval or the staining of 
samples. Furthermore, embodiments may be directed to 
processing sequences addressing issues of processing con 
trol. 

[0009] Embodiments of the invention may further relate to 
automated control systems for sample processing. Embodi 
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ments may also be directed to data acquisition, input, 
maintenance, and retrieval for sample processing, as Well as 
information sharing of processing protocol and processing 
information, and real-time or adaptive capabilities for pro 
cessing. 
[0010] To disclose the foregoing and other objects and in 
accordance With the purposes of the present invention, as 
broadly embodied and described herein, the present inven 
tion is characteriZed in various claims and in explanatory 
disclosure. None of these should be understood as limiting. 
Further, all claims presented at any time are incorporated in 
the speci?cation to afford all opportunities of presentation. 
Claims potentially to be pursued for some of the initially 
presented aspects of the invention may include any aspects 
described. 

[0011] To achieve the foregoing and other objects of 
invention, and as may be further disclosed and claimed 
throughout this description, the invention may comprise an 
automated sample processing system comprising a plurality 
of draWers, a plurality of sample carrier elements that may 
even be each removably con?gured With one of the draWers, 
and an adaptive or other sample processing control system. 
The sample carriers may be both movable and removable. 
The sample processing control system may automate the 
sample processing system such that one or more samples 
may be processed according to one or more protocols, 
potentially indicated by information on slides or otherWise 
input to the system. This sample processing may comprise 
one or more sampling protocols and steps, such as depar 
af?niZation, target retrieval, and staining. 
[0012] A sensor may be provided in some embodiments 
that may automatically identify information from one or 
more samples, sample carriers, or slides. In embodiments, 
protocol information may be provided or made available by 
the sample processing control system. The sample process 
ing system may then process one or more samples or perhaps 
slides, or one or more batches of slides, concurrently, 
sequentially, or in any other temporal fashion, potentially in 
accordance With protocol information previously provided 
for a sample by a user or other decision maker. This 
information can then be made available for use by the 
sample processing control system. Sample batches or indi 
vidual slides may even be inserted or removed during 
processing protocol steps by the control and monitoring 
accomplished by the adaptive sample processing control 
system. 
[0013] Another embodiment of the present invention that 
may achieve the foregoing and other objects of invention 
may comprise a method of sample processing, comprising 
the steps of: accessing at least one of a plurality of samples 
or sample draWers, providing at least one sample carrier or 
perhaps a sample carrier retainment assembly con?gured 
With at least one sample, con?guring at least one of the 
draWers With the at least one sample carrier, and adaptively 
processing the sample. The step of processing or perhaps 
even adaptive processing may be applied to automate the 
processing of samples and may alloW for either or both 
continuous or batch processing of samples or slides. It may 
also afford multiple independent sample or slide processing 
and in some embodiments slide processing to process each 
slide independently. 
[0014] Embodiments of the invention may further com 
prise a method of automated sample processing, comprising 
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the steps of: acquiring or accepting or accessing information 
such as protocol information, transmitting such information 
to at least one sample processing system or even a stand 
alone processing system, and processing samples. Further 
more, embodiments may provide: for handling, maintaining, 
sharing, and using the sample processing information. These 
and other aspects may be provided for individual samples or 
multiple batch processing, and in a real-time manner. It may 
also be accomplished in and adaptive manner, perhaps for 
multiple batch processing or the like. 

[0015] Again, as mentioned, many of the various aspects 
of the present invention are applicable to immunohistochem 
istry (IHC), as Well as in-situ hybridiZation (ISH) and 
?uorescent in-situ hybridiZation (FISH), special staining of 
samples, microarray processes, and techniques incorporat 
ing target retrieval or the staining of samples. Furthermore, 
embodiments are directed to processing sequences address 
ing issues of processing control, and may be particularly 
applied to slide processing systems. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0016] The accompanying ?gures, are incorporated in and 
form a part of the description, illustrate some of the pre 
ferred embodiments of the present invention. Together With 
the Written description and disclosures of the speci?cation, 
they serve to explain principles of the invention and to 
enable each of the disclosed embodiments. 

[0017] FIG. 1 is a depiction of an embodiment of an 
overall system incorporating some of the features of the 
invention. 

[0018] FIG. 2 is a depiction of an embodiment of a portion 
of a sample carrier assembly of one embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0019] FIG. 3 is a depiction of an embodiment of a robotic 
movement aspect of one embodiment of the invention. 

[0020] FIG. 4 is a How chart of some representative 
process steps of an embodiment of the invention. 

[0021] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
invention. 

[0022] FIG. 6 is a depiction of an embodiment of a device 
incorporating some of the features of the invention. 

[0023] FIG. 7 is a depiction of an embodiment connecting 
one stainer With one manager & database and one label 
printer. 
[0024] FIG. 8 is a depiction of an embodiment connecting 
multiple stainers With multiple managers and multiple label 
printers. 
[0025] FIG. 9 is a depiction of an embodiment connecting 
a system to a lab netWork and lab information system. 

[0026] FIG. 10 is a block diagram shoWing some of the 
internal softWare features. 

BEST MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[0027] The folloWing descriptions are provided to 
describe various embodiments of the present invention in a 
manner to facilitate a more detailed understanding some of 
the inventive features. The variously described examples 
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and preferred embodiments should not be construed to limit 
the present invention to only the explicitly described sys 
tems, techniques, and applications. This description may 
further be understood to incorporate the various systems, 
techniques, and applications, both singularly and in various 
combinations consistent With the various inventive features 
and embodiments of the present invention. Accordingly, the 
following is a detailed description of a number of speci?c 
embodiments of the invention. 

[0028] FIG. 1 shoWs one embodiment of a sample pro 
cessing system 101 in accordance With the present inven 
tion. The sample processing system 101 is con?gured to 
achieve an appropriate sequence of events that achieves a 
desires result to some degree. In achieving this sequence in 
an automated fashion to some degree the sample processing 
system is deemed an automated sample processing system 
and achieves automatic processing of at least one sample. 
This automated sequence may be controlled by hardWare, 
softWare, or some combination of them to accomplish a 
desired sequence With limited human intervention. Regard 
less hoW achieved, the automated control is provided by a 
process operation control system 171 to direct the various 
activities. As shoWn in FIG. 10, this (as Well as other 
functionalities discussed) may be softWare programming or 
subroutines; again, it may also include hardWare or the like. 
The sample 198 processed may be any material, but is most 
likely a biologic material such as a biological sample or a 
biological specimen, perhaps such as a histological sample, 
e.g. tissue and cell specimens, cells, collections of cells, or 
tissue samples, the de?nition to include cell lines, proteins 
and synthetic peptides, tissues, cell preps, cell preparations, 
blood, bodily ?uids, bone marroW, cytology specimens, 
blood smears, thin-layer preparations, and micro arrays. It 
should also be understood to include slide-based biological 
samples. As used, a sample may be arranged on a carrier 
element 197 such as a slide or the like that may maintain the 
sample’s position or integrity. The carrier element 197 may 
be con?gured to move and thus reposition the sample 198. 
As such, it may be considered a movable carrier element. In 
processing a slide, the automated sample processing system 
may serve as an automated slide processing system. 

[0029] A particular design may include cabinet sections 
102 that may form outer portions of the system and serve to 
address general structural considerations of the system (a top 
cabinet section is not shoWn in FIG. 1). The sample pro 
cessing system may also comprise a plurality of draWers 104 
used for the handling and processing of samples and sample 
carriers such as slides, potentially microscope slides. Other 
sample carriers may be accommodated consistent With the 
present invention. Each draWer may be con?gured to accom 
modate carrier retainment assemblies that hold one or, most 
likely, a number of the particular carriers, slides, or samples 
involved. 

[0030] In holding slides the carrier retainment assembly 
serves as a slide retainment assembly 106. There may also 
be carrier racks, modules, or magaZines encompassed Within 
each of the tWo broad terms. As one embodiment of a sample 
carrier retainment assembly, a slide retainment assembly 
106 is shoWn in FIG. 2. The slide retainment assembly, and 
indeed the generic carrier retainment assembly may com 
prise a slide rack, module, or a number of magaZines. The 
slide retainment assembly 106 may be con?gured to accom 
modate a plurality of slides in at least one con?guration in 
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corresponding sample carrier retention devices 108. The 
sample carrier retainment assemblies, are utiliZed in the 
processing of samples as further described beloW. It should 
be further noted that the sample carrier retainment assembly 
can be removably con?gured With the draWers 104, and may 
be stackable or nested Within other retainment assemblies. 

[0031] The general sample processing system 101, and 
even one or more draWers 110 in the sample processing 
system 101 may accommodate processing materials such as 
reagent containers 199 for sample processing, also further 
described-beloW. A processing material retainment assem 
bly, such as a container rack 111, shoWn in FIG. 1, may be 
utiliZed to accommodate reagent containers 199 or other 
processing materials Within each of draWers 110. Bottle 
inserts may be preferably con?gured With the retainment 
assembly to ensure proper processing material positioning 
Within the processing material retainment assembly and the 
draWer. 

[0032] Multiple draWers 104 may be included to alloW for 
one or a plurality of sample processing protocols to be 
performed by the system 101. Past efforts at sample pro 
cessing, as previously described, may have been limited to 
processing sequences for an entire batch of carriers Within 
the system. The present invention, hoWever, in part by 
providing a plurality of draWers and carrier retainment 
assemblies, may alloW for individual, batch, or multiple 
batch processing, including real-time or adaptive capabili 
ties, as further described beloW. 

[0033] Indicator elements 112 may be provided to indicate 
a status of the draWers and the carriers or materials Within 
each draWer for an operator of the system. In one embodi 
ment, visual indicators, such as light emitting diodes in 
preferred embodiments, may be used to indicate if a draWer 
is available during operation of the sample processing 
system, and may indicate conditions such as a locked or 
open condition of a corresponding draWer, carrier capacity 
status of the draWer or of a carrier retainment assembly 
Within the draWer, and chemical status of the sample pro 
cessing system, such as reagent loading status or capacity. A 
Warning indication may be given by these or other indicator 
elements, as Well as other indicative signals. One or a 
plurality of sensors may be utiliZed to determine the status 
of the draWer as indicated by the indicator elements 112 and 
to further provide processing status as further described 
beloW. 

[0034] A processing material unit may be utiliZed to 
provide various processing material to the sample process 
ing system 101 and to afford the segregation of Waste 
produced during sample processing and the avoidance of 
cross-contamination. In one embodiment of the present 
invention, the processing material unit may be con?gured to 
accommodate one or a plurality of containers such as 
deparaf?n solution or other material utiliZed in sample 
processing. In some embodiments, the unit may also accom 
modate Waste containers to provide for the collection of 
Waste material from the sample processing. Tubing or other 
?uid transmission elements may be connected With the 
containers and the sample processing system 101. Tubing or 
other ?uid transmission elements may also be connected 
With the Waste containers and the system 101. 

[0035] In accordance With the desire for an automated 
processing system, embodiments of the present invention 
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may include robotic sample process functions or a robotic 
motion system 172 responsive to the process operation 
control system 171 to achieve the desired operation steps. 
This may further comprise an arm 120 utiliZed in sample 
processing, potentially having robotic movement, and in 
some embodiments, Cartesian movement. The arm 120 may 
comprise, in some preferred embodiments, one or more 
elements, such as an actuator probe 122, a syringe or probe 
124, a sensor element and a non-discrete or other volume 
?uid and/or air applicator. The actuator probe may be 
utiliZed in the con?guration and manipulation of the carriers 
in sample processing, further described beloW. In some 
preferred embodiments, the actuator probe 122 con?gures 
and manipulates the con?guration of slides in the sample 
carrier retention devices 108 by actuation of carrier adjust 
ment element 130 (see for eXample FIG. 2), and in some 
embodiments, by contact With the slides. As mentioned, in 
some embodiments, manipulation or movement of the slides 
or the samples may be accommodated. This movement may 
result in a horiZontal or vertical con?guration of the slides to 
facilitate sample processing as described beloW. 

[0036] As previously mentioned, arm 120 may comprise 
syringe 124. The syringe 124 may be considered a probe in 
some embodiments, depending upon the requirements of 
protocols to be performed. Syringe 124 may be ?uidically 
connected With and may apply one or more of the folloWing: 
rinse agents, such as Water; containers, potentially remov 
ably ?uidically connected for the aspiration of reagents, 
such as aspiration of reagents from containers and to the 
samples presented With the carriers; and bloW off or other 
removal agents such as an air source. Syringe 124 may be 
utiliZed to pierce processing material containers such as 
reagent containers. In some embodiments, a reservoir may 
be provided With the arm 120 to alloW for various volumes 
to be aspirated by the syringe 124. The unique con?guration 
of the reservoir alloWs for ef?cient cleaning and drying of 
the internal portions of the syringe While alloWing for the 
accurate pipetting or otherWise aspiration of a Wide range of 
volumes. 

[0037] Arm 120 may, in some preferred embodiments, 
comprise a sensor element The sensor element may be used 
to automatically determine location and other status infor 
mation of components of the sample processing system, 
such as reagent containers, or other processing material 
containers, or sample carriers. This may be used to teach the 
system proper and/or actual locations, and to calibrate, 
self-calibrate, or self-align the system, or the like. 

[0038] In preferred embodiments, the sample processing 
system 101 may include an automatic slide identi?cation 
element. This may be controlled to achieve the act of 
automatically identifying said plurality of slides. This may 
also be more generic such as there may be some type of 
sensor element and it may even comprise a reader or 
scanner, such as a CCD camera, utiliZed to determine status 
information of processing materials, such as reagents as Well 
as to identify slides. The sensor element, for eXample, may 
read, detect, or otherWise determine information in the 
sample processing system 101, for eXample, from process 
ing material containers, such as, for eXample, reading a code 
provided on the container to determine reagent type and 
reagent location Within the system. The sensor element may 
also determine status information of sample carriers. For 
eXample, in some embodiments, slides con?gured With a 
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slide retainment assembly may be provided With informa 
tional indicia, such as a code, that may indicate information 
about the sample presented on the slide or the processing 
protocol to be performed. The sensor element may read the 
code of the slide to determine the protocol to be performed 
for the particular slide and sample. 

[0039] A cleaning station 140, shoWn in FIG. 1, may be 
included to clean one or more elements of arm 120, and in 
preferred embodiments, may function to clean or otherWise 
steriliZe syringe 124. In one embodiment, the cleaning 
station 140 may be con?gured to alloW a drop off and pick 
up of elements such as syringes for cleaning While alloWing 
the processing throughput of the sample processing system 
to continue. The syringe may be steriliZed, for example, With 
a Water rinse through the syringe While the syringe is 
positioned at the cleaning station. In other embodiments of 
the present invention, the cleaning station may be con?gured 
to clean or otherWise steriliZe elements of arm 120, such as 
syringe 124, While such elements are con?gured With arm 
120. 

[0040] In some embodiments, multiple probes or syringes 
may be used to apply ?uids required for the staining of 
histological tissues samples mounted or otherWise presented 
on slides. This may encompass automatic staining accom 
plished through a slide stain element such as the items 
included on the robotic motion system 172 discussed above. 
The sample processing system may drop off a “dirty”, 
contaminated, or used probe or syringe and sWap it for a 
“clean”, uncontaminated, steriliZed or an unused one. One or 
more probes or syringes may be cleaned While the system 
continues processing of samples, such as applying reagent or 
stain With an alternate probe or syringe. 

[0041] The system may access, use and Wash multiple 
probes or syringes for pipetting or otherWise aspirating 
?uids required for the staining of samples mounted or 
otherWise presented on slides. To eliminate cross contami 
nation, a system With a single reusable probe may Wash the 
probe betWeen each ?uid applied. The task of Washing the 
probe can have a large impact on the throughput of the 
overall system. The present invention may alloW for mul 
tiple probes to be available to the system for use. The system 
may continuously have a clean, uncontaminated, steriliZed, 
or an unused probe available to use and sample processing 
is not impacted by the required cleaning routine. The clean 
ing routine may be necessary to eliminate the possible cross 
contamination of ?uids and, in some embodiments, may take 
up to about 1 minute to accomplish. The cumulative impact 
of the cleaning routine on a series of processing steps can 
add time to the throughput capabilities of the system. The 
addition of multiple probes or syringes may eliminate this 
impact and signi?cantly decreases the time required to 
process the samples. 

[0042] Embodiments of the present invention may com 
prise a miXing station 150, shoWn in FIG. 1. The system 
may miX component ?uids, such as dyes, buffers, or other 
processing materials, preferably on demand and as the 
processing steps and protocols dictate. Fluids required dur 
ing the processing steps may sometimes need to be miXed 
With other ?uids to create a ?nal activated ?uid. HoWever, 
the activity levels of these mixtures can be time sensitive and 
may therefore only be effective for a short period of time. 
The on demand miXing of ?uids is advantageous in that it 
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allows the ?uids to be mixed immediately before being used. 
The syringe or probe 124, in preferred embodiments, Will 
aspirate ?uids into and from the mixing station 150 to mix 
component ?uids. A rinse may further be dispensed into the 
mixing station to steriliZe the station. 

[0043] In preferred embodiments, slides are movable and 
con?gurable in both vertical and horiZontal positions as 
required for the pretreatment and staining process. This 
alloWs for the automation of the pretreatment and staining of 
slides in various manners, including pretreatment and stain 
ing as accepted in conventional manual laboratory methods. 
The slides are initially loaded into the carrier retention 
assemblies, such as slide racks, and draWers in the horiZontal 
position. If pretreatment is required, such as deparaf?niZa 
tion, the system rotates the slide into the vertical position 
and loWers these samples into a processing tank, further 
described beloW, ?lled With the required ?uids. In some 
embodiments, the slide rack is loWered to affect loWering of 
the slides (see FIG. 2). To perform the staining process on 
the slides, as described beloW, the System rotates or moves 
the slide to the horiZontal position and a syringe or probe 
applies ?uid to the sample, providing a horiZontal staining of 
the sample. Each slide can be rotated independently alloW 
ing for the independent processing of different samples With 
different requirements. 

[0044] The system automates, and in some embodiments 
mimics or otherWise corresponds to the procedure and 
physical attributes of the supplies used manually to perform 
these same pre-treatment processes. Accordingly, a process 
ing tank may be provided. In some embodiments, compo 
nents of each processing tank may be con?gured Within a 
draWer 104. In some preferred embodiments, the ?uids 
volume needed to perform pre-treatment processes are main 
tained but instead of the slide orientation With each other 
being face-to-face, as in conventional systems, they are 
side-to-side, although other slide con?gurations are not 
disclaimed. The processing tanks provide even distribution 
of ?uids across the face of the slide. 

[0045] In some embodiments, the processing tanks have 
the ability to heat the slides. Heat may also be applied to 
each individual slide by a thermal device. The precision and 
physical application of the heat can result in standardiZation 
and repeatability of process steps. Filling and heating tasks 
are performed by a computer controlled scheduler, as further 
described beloW. Fluid volume may be adjusted to account 
for the presence or absence of any number of slides. 

[0046] In some embodiments, the individual ?uids used 
for pretreatment may be contained in the system cabinet. 
Deparaf?niZation ?uids (except DI Water) may be draWn 
into the processing tanks, then returned to their containers 
for reuse. Containers are as listed for ?uids one through six. 
On a periodic basis, the material in the “dirty” containers 
may be discarded. The “clean” containers may be moved up 
to the dirty position, and then fresh ?uid added to clean 
position. DI Water may be draWn from the large system DI 
Water container, and discarded after each use. Target 
retrieval solution may be draWn from dedicated containers, 
and may be recycled or discarded after each use. 

[0047] In some embodiments, an imaging device such as 
an image-capture 2-D optical sensor, perhaps a CCD cam 
era, may be used to determine the position of the sample on 
the slide, providing for greater accuracy during sample 
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processing. Embodiments of the sample processing system 
101 may further provide sample diagnostic capabilities. 
Accordingly, in some embodiments, a device may analyZe 
samples. A camera may be used for diagnostic purposes. In 
some embodiments, the sample may be scanned for further 
analysis, potentially by computer. The camera can also be 
used 1) as an area locator, 2) to locate a tissue area, 3) to 
apply reagent based on location and area. The scanned 
image may be analyZed for reagent analysis or other analy 
ses. 

[0048] The processing of samples may be accomplished 
according to some preferred embodiments as shoWn in FIG. 
4 and consistent With features of the present invention. 
Variants of these protocols and processing steps, or other 
processing steps, may be accomplished consistent With the 
present invention. 

[0049] One processing sequence may broadly comprise 
the pre-processing of a sample, if needed, such as deparaf 
?niZation (as previously described), and further comprise 
target or epitope retrieval (as previously described), and 
sample staining. 

[0050] In some embodiments, speci?cs of in-situ hybrid 
iZation (ISH) may be addressed. Embodiments of ISH may 
require a small volume of agent, such as 15 microliters, to 
be placed on the sample. Heat control may be maintained 
betWeen about 95-100 C and kept constant for a period of 
time. Temperature may then be loWered in a controlled 
manner. 

[0051] Furthermore, ?uorescent staining or tagging in IHC 
or ISH (FISH) may be performed consistent With the fea 
tures of the present invention. 

[0052] As mentioned, the sample processing system may 
automate the processing of samples mounted on carriers or 
slides. This con?guration of the system alloWs for the 
?exibility for both continuous, individual, and batch pro 
cessing of slides With the design lending itself to meet 
established laboratory Work?oW demands. The multiple 
independent and redundant slide processing subsystems 
found Within the system may also maintain its ability to 
process each slide independently. 

[0053] The automatic processing may be achieved by 
designing a system With automated process operation capa 
bility or sequencing through at least some steps Without 
human intervention that may be controlled by or act in 
response to a process operation control system 171. Of 
course, the user needs the ability to specify the nature and 
sequence of the various steps or acts desired. This can be 
accomplished by an input parameter capability 173 through 
the inclusion of even a sample process parameter input 173. 
This input can be retained by the creation of stored param 
eter process data 174. In order to facilitate uninterrupted 
processing, the input parameter capability 173 may be 
con?gured as an independent process parameter input With 
respect to the process operation control system 171, such 
that acts caused by the process operation control system 171 
are unaffected by any action With respect to the independent 
process parameter input. Further, the input parameter capa 
bility 173 may also be con?gured as an autonomous input 
functionality through the inclusion of an autonomous input 
element. In this manner, the input parameter capability 173 
may not only act independent of the automated process 
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operation capability, but it may be fully functional even 
Without the presence or operability of the automated process 
operation capability (Which itself may or may not be in a 
process device). This may be achieved in a variety of 
manners, including by providing a separate full function 
computer 181 (e.g., separate from the capability provided or 
required by a process system) or that may be programmed to 
accomplish the input In addition, in order to accomplish a 
goal of addressing practical and institutional needs, the input 
parameter capability 173 may be con?gured to provide a 
simpli?ed entry parameter input functionality or as a sim 
pli?ed entry parameter input element. In this manner, only 
the input functions need to be available in a highly simpli?ed 
level of detail. This may be a “Wizard” type of system Where 
there is a “step-by-step” method of adding slides or achiev 
ing the desired input. Such an aspect may even be simple, 
regimented, and someWhat in?exible. This can facilitate 
input by persons not required to have the full spectrum of 
skills necessary to be responsible for the operation of the 
sample processing system 101. 

[0054] The input element such as hardWare or softWare 
may be con?gured to accept a variety of information, such 
as, but not limited to: inputting at least some individual slide 
process information through inclusion of an individual slide 
process-information input element, inputting at least some 
group slide process information through inclusion of a group 
slide process information input element, inputting at least 
some slide identi?cation information through inclusion of a 
slide identi?cation element, inputting at least some preferred 
stainer information through inclusion of a preferred stainer 
information input element, inputting user operation infor 
mation through inclusion of a user information input ele 
ment, inputting patient identi?cation information through 
inclusion of a patient identi?cation input element, inputting 
HIPPA-compliant identi?cation information through inclu 
sion of a HIPPA-compliant identi?cation input element, 
inputting coded identi?cation information through inclusion 
of a coded identi?cation input element, inputting internal 
identi?cation information through inclusion of an internal 
identi?cation input element, inputting process protocol 
information through inclusion of a process protocol infor 
mation input element, inputting at least some process sched 
uling information through inclusion of a process scheduling 
information input element, inputting at least some process 
sequence information through inclusion of a process 
sequence information input element, inputting at least some 
process scheduler information through inclusion of a process 
scheduler information input element, inputting schedule 
priority information through inclusion of a schedule priority 
information input element, inputting stat process request 
information through inclusion of a stat process request input 
element, inputting at least some user or operator identi?ca 
tion information through inclusion of a user id input element 
or an operator id input element, inputting at least some user 
or operator privileges information through inclusion of a 
user or operator privileges information input element, and 
batch processing parameter input functionality through 
inclusion of a batch processing parameter input element. 
Each of these types of elements may, of course, represent 
hardWare, softWare, a subroutine, or some combination 
thereof and may be simply the facilitation and perhaps even 
the simpli?cation of the input of the mentioned information. 
The inputs may also be con?gured independent from the 
automated process operation capability. 
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[0055] As used above, the slide identi?cation information 
may represent any information unique to a particular slide, 
such as a serial number, patient number, patient name, 
unique image, or the like. In keeping With privacy concerns, 
there may also be coded identi?cation information or inter 
nal identi?cation information that others cannot use to 
identify the particular patient involved or the like. As 
discussed beloW and as shoWn in FIGS. 8 & 9, the overall 
system may include a number of stainers and thus the input 
can include preferred stainer information (Which may or 
may not be indicated or accepted by the automated system). 
Provision can also be included to achieve a rushed test and 
as such there may be a stat process request information 
element. Such may also be linked With a user privileges 
information so that only certain individuals may displace 
other tests to create a different priority. Of course all 
permutations and combinations of the above may be 
included. 

[0056] For automated operation, the input may create data 
such as parameter process data 174 that may be stored at 
some location. To provide autonomous operation, it may be 
independently stored perhaps in a physically independent 
memory even at a location remote from an actual stainer 

itself. This may be accomplished by utiliZing a primary or 
secondary storage perhaps of a separate full function com 
puter programmed or con?gured to accept and/or store data. 
In such a fashion, the computer may contain What could be 
considered as an independent process parameter memory 
174. Since the computer is likely physically separate, it may 
be considered to have a physically independent memory 
perhaps even a remote location memory if it is remote from 
the process equipment. 

[0057] By using independent memory and independent 
other functionality, the system may facilitate full operational 
functionality of the automated process operation capability. 
Since the automated process operation capability is fully 
operational during operation of either the memory or input, 
the storing or inputting or other function can be conducted 
Without interrupting the process operation. Thus the inputs 
can be later accessed at a process time independent of the 
time of accomplishing slide process parameter input or 
storing. In addition, entry or storing may also be accom 
plished at least in part concurrently With the processing of 
certain samples. This processing may even be initiated 
signi?cantly after completion of the slide process parameter 
input action. Such may occur at least about one hour after the 
input, at least about three hours after the input, at least about 
eight hours after the input, at least about one day after the 
input, at least about tWo days after the input, and at least 
about one Week after the input. 

[0058] In some embodiments, the system may be com 
prised of independent or perhaps redundant slide staining 
modules (some embodiments may comprise eight modules) 
as shoWn for some embodiments in FIGS. 1 and 6. 
Throughput may be based on the time to ?rst result With the 
system alloWing access to completed slides as soon as a 
staining module has completed the scheduled staining tasks. 
The multiple independent or redundant staining modules 
may alloW for both continuous and batch processing of 
slides. Additionally, each independent staining module may 
also alloW for the independent pre-treatment and staining of 
each slide. A carrier retainment assembly, such as a slide 
retainment assembly, may be used to introduce slides to be 
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processed into the drawer 104, the drawer, slide retainment 
assembly, and components thereof forming a stain module. 
The slides may occupy one or more positions of the slide 
retainment assembly, such as at carrier retention devices, up 
to the capacity of the slide retainment assembly With the 
potential for each slide being processed independently of 
other slides con?gured With the slide rack. Embodiments of 
the stain modules, draWers, slide racks, and components 
thereof are also shoWn in FIG. 6. FIG. 6 also provides other 
embodiments of system features, such as an embodiment of 
the arm 120 and the component features of the arm. 

[0059] Slide retainment assemblies having one or more 
slides may be introduced into the staining modules by 
introduction into draWers 104 one at a time or in any 
combination until all or an appropriate number of staining 
modules are appropriately occupied. There may be no 
restrictions as to the order, number or timing of When the 
slide retainment assemblies are introduced into the system, 
the system may also alloW for adaptive scheduling of sample 
loading. Staining modules, and in some embodiments the 
draWers of the staining modules, may lock out access to the 
slides during the processing period and may release them to 
the operator upon completion of the staining or other process 
on the last slide of that module. In some embodiments, the 
order in Which the slide retainment assemblies are released 
may be dependant on the time required to process the last 
slide of the retainment assembly. Slides may even be pro 
cessed in the most time ef?cient manner independently of 
the order to Which they Were introduced into the system. The 
system may provide an optimum or merely an enhanced 
temporal scheduling of the various sample process steps. To 
accomplish this, the system may automatically schedule 
steps that are interspersed for an enhanced time result. This 
interspersing may be an interleaving of a number of process 
operations and even an interleaving of a number of indi 
vidual sample operations. In addition to interleaving steps, 
the system may sequence the individual sample operations. 
Regardless as to hoW programmed, it may be con?gured 
through hardWare or softWare or a combination of each to 
provide an enhanced temporal scheduler element 179, a 
process operations interleave element, an individual sample 
operations interleave element, or even an individual sample 
operations sequence element. These can be created by 
integrating the automated process operation capability and 
either the parameter data or perhaps some replicated portion 
of that parameter process data (as mentioned later) and can 
thus act to create an interspersial robotic control function 
ality 175. 

[0060] The control of the processing samples may be 
accomplished according to the folloWing preferred embodi 
ments, one preferred embodiment shoWn in FIG. 5, 
although other processing may be accomplished consistent 
With the present invention. 

[0061] As shoWn in FIGS. 8 & 9, in expanded systems, a 
sample processing system manager, such as a computer 
server may be connected With a number of individual sample 
processing systems. These may represent automated slide 
stainers or even stand alone automated slide processing 
system such that they are fully capable of functioning With 
connection to other devices. In systems Where a connection 
does exist, the capability of electronically connecting a 
number of automated slide stainers or automated sample 
processing systems or label printers 200 may be provided. 
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As mentioned earlier, there may be one or more separate full 
function computers connected. These may be connected 
through a hub 193. There may be a multitasked central 
processing unit resource on either the stainer or the com 
puter or there may be a number of central processing units 
that are con?gured to avoid using or implementing a mul 
titasked central processing unit resource relative to the 
process operations in order to maintain full independence or 
perhaps even autonomous operation. The connection, 
Whether for input or other operation may also be a remote 
link (including able to be made remote such as in detachable 
memory) such as an internet connection element, a tele 
phone line connection element, a Wireless communication 
element, or even a detachable memory element. In a pre 

ferred embodiment, connection among perhaps a number of 
process systems and perhaps a number of computers, such as 
Workstations and a server (the latter residing either sepa 
rately or as part of a Workstation), may be achieved by use 
of a local area netWork, such as a group of computers and 
associated devices that share a common communications 

line or perhaps Wireless link and may even share the 
resources of a single processor, memory, or server Within a 

small geographic area (for example, Within an of?ce build 
ing or complex). Alocal area netWork for this type of system 
may also include features such as but not limited to: an 

Ethernet element, a token ring element, an arcnet element, a 
?ber distributed data interface element, an industry speci? 
cation protocol, a bluetooth-based element (named but not 
contemporary to King Harald Bluetooth of Denmark in the 
mid-tenth century!), a telecommunications industry speci? 
cation using a frequency band of 2.45 GHZ, a communica 
tion speci?cation applying an IEEE 802 standard, a fre 
quency hop communication speci?cation, a shared common 
link element, a transmission control protocol/internet pro 
tocol communication element, a packetiZed information 
protocol, a shared protocol, a proprietary protocol, and even 
a layered protocol exchange system. By providing an elec 
tronic connection 176 betWeen various resources, the local 
area netWork such as the stainer netWork 183 (a 
netWork dedicated to only the stainer or perhaps sample 
processing resources for integrity, security, and other pur 
poses) in one embodiment may transmit a electronic 
memory address to achieve access to the appropriate infor 
mation. Connection may also be established to a lab netWork 
or even a lab information system 195 such as through a 
bridge 194. 

[0062] As mentioned, connection may be accomplished 
over internet connections but more preferably is accom 
plished over LAN connections. Each sample processing 
system may be individually controlled, in some embodi 
ments, by a PC attached With, internal to, or otherWise 
provided. Data sharing betWeen sample processing systems 
and the system manager may be performed to alloW iden 
ti?cation, tracking, and status of sample batches, reagents, 
and other agents and components of the sample processing 
system. A determination of Which system has Which 
reagents, reagent type, slides and protocols may be per 
formed. Log ?les for each processing sequence, protocol, or 
slide can be generated for monitoring processing status. 
Database maintenance (including but not limited to purge, 
compact, back-up, database/list functions) and system diag 
nostics (including but not limited to exercising active system 
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components to verify proper operation and assisting in 
troubleshooting efforts) may be accomplished manually or 
automatically. 
[0063] The system may be con?gured to automatically 
access the required data through operation of the process 
operation control system 171 by inclusion of an automatic 
memory access element. This access may be achieved by 
specifying an electronic memory address that may be trans 
mitted by a electronic memory address element 178 perhaps 
over a local area netWork and may be folloWed by auto 
matically replicating that data on some a memory aspect 
appropriate for operation such as an automatic data replica 
tion memory. This memory may include but not be limited 
to: a volatile memory functionality as implemented by a 
volatile memory element, a random access memory func 
tionality as implemented by a random access memory ele 
ment, a non-volatile memory functionality as implemented 
by a non-volatile memory element, an electrically erasable 
programmable read only memory functionality as imple 
mented by an electrically erasable programmable read only 
memory element, a main storage functionality as imple 
mented by a main storage element, a secondary storage 
functionality as implemented by a secondary storage ele 
ment, a cache memory functionality as implemented by a 
cache memory element, and even a detachable memory 
functionality as implemented by a detachable memory ele 
ment. 

[0064] A control interface may be provided for the opera 
tor, such as a graphical user interface (GUI), and may 
accommodate various languages. Help menus may be pro 
vided to assist in sample processing. PassWord protection 
features can be provided and even administrator control over 
at least some aspects. This may include the capability to 
include administrator limitations on the functional availabil 
ity of any aspect of the system or of speci?c stainer 
availability or functionality, certain reagent availability 
functionality, certain protocol availability functionality, 
patient identi?cation information access functionality, pro 
cess priority request functionality, and stat process request 
functionality. By including an administrator control element 
180, the system may have an administrator-implemented 
user limitation element, a speci?c stainer availability limi 
tation element, a certain reagent availability limitation ele 
ment, a certain protocol availability limitation element, a 
patient identi?cation information access limitation element, 
a process priority request limitation element, a stat process 
request limitation element, a user privileges input element, 
and even a user group privileges con?guration or input 
element. 

[0065] Control of the sample processing may be accom 
plished by a dynamic scheduling algorithm, and in some 
embodiments, in accordance With continuous, or batch pro 
cessing previously described. The processing sequence may 
be controlled, in preferred embodiments, such that the 
various steps of a protocol for samples may be automated by 
one or more algorithmic controls. As part of input to 
establish the desired control functionality, user or other input 
may be accommodated as folloWs: 1) selecting a ?rst 
protocol step, 2) selecting a second protocol from a 
restricted list of menu items that are compatible With the ?rst 
protocol step, and 3) selecting subsequent protocol steps 
from a restricted list of menu items that are compatible With 
the preceding protocol step. 
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[0066] After all data is input, the system may act to 
determine operational readiness by inclusion of an opera 
tional readiness determination element 177 that may be 
programmed to assess if appropriate resources, draWers, 
slides, reagents, or other aspects are present or available to 
the system. Once an appropriate operational readiness is 
determined, the system may prompt initiation of access of 
the input data to electronically determine operational avail 
ability of a variety of items. These may include but are not 
limited to: an individual sample element through inclusion 
of an individual sample readiness determination element, a 
de?ned group of samples through inclusion of a de?ned 
group of samples readiness determination element, a physi 
cally grouped collection of samples through inclusion of a 
physically grouped collection of samples readiness determi 
nation element, a slide draWer component through inclusion 
of a slide draWer component readiness determination ele 
ment, a stand alone automated slide processing system 
through inclusion of an stand alone automated slide pro 
cessing system readiness determination element, a slide 
stainer system element through inclusion of a slide stainer 
system readiness determination element, and even a user 
initiated prompt signal such as might occur to force or 
activate the system manually by the inclusion of a user 
initiated prompt signal determination element. 

[0067] One aspect of the invention focuses on an auto 
mated staining apparatus and a method of automated treating 
of samples. As to this aspect, the present invention relates to 
an automated staining apparatus for treating samples 
arranged on carrier elements or means, such as but not 
limited to microscope slides, located at de?ned positions 
close to or in the apparatus by removing a portion of selected 
reagent from a station containing a plurality of reagents and 
thereafter applying the reagent to a sample, eg a tissue, 
organic cells, bacteria etc., arranged on the carrier means. 
This aspect of the invention facilitates that tWo or more 
reagents are miXed and the mixture applied to a sample. It 
also relates to a method of automated treating of samples by 
miXing reagents and applying the mixture to the sample. 

[0068] Staining apparatuses for staining and treating 
samples by means of probes normally comprises a ?rst 
station for containing one or more reagent vials; a second 
station for mounting slides, a probe arranged for removing 
a portion of reagent from a selected reagent vial and apply 
ing the reagent to a slide on Which the sample is arranged 
and a drive means for moving the probe betWeen the various 
stations. 

[0069] An object of this aspect of the present invention is 
to improve the knoWn apparatuses for staining samples as 
Well as the method for automatic staining of samples by 
facilitating a Wider range of available processes or proce 
dures used to implement treatment, so as to ease the imple 
mentation of different staining and/or treatment processes 
that may be performed automatically, alternatively or addi 
tionally to provide an increased quality of some speci?c 
staining processes. 

[0070] The term staining is used for the end product of the 
process, by Which certain parts of the sample may be stained, 
i.e. has obtained a different colour, either in the optic range 
or in another electromagnetic range, such as ultra violet, or 
the staining may be an detectable, preferably automatically 
detectable, change in properties, such as ?uorescent prop 
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erties, magnetic properties, electrical properties or radioac 
tive properties. To obtain the staining, the sample normally 
has to undergo a series of treatment steps, such as Washing, 
binding of reagents to the speci?c parts of the sample, 
activation of the reagents, etc. and each treatment step may 
include a plurality of individual treatments. 

[0071] In some staining processes, it may be required for 
one or more treatments to use a mixture of reagents prepared 
from tWo or more separate reagents Which may be someWhat 
incompatible e.g. unmixable, such as a Water based and an 
oil based reagent, or insoluble, and therefore requires that 
the tWo or more reagents are manually prepared and intro 
duced into a reagent vial shortly before starting the staining 
process in order to obtain the best possible staining result for 
the selected examination purposes. For other processes, 
different staining process steps require a mixture of the same 
tWo reagents but in different dissolution ratios. Some process 
steps require mixtures of tWo or more reagents that, When 
mixed, have a limited time WindoW of usability because 
internal chemical processes deteriorate the mixture. By 
providing a staining apparatus having an automated mixer 
integrated therein, these types of staining processes can be 
performed automatically instead of requiring human inter 
action or manual performance of some process steps in a 
much more automated process, and the quality of the stain 
ing process may be improved as a desired degree of mixing 
of reagents may be provided or an optimal application time 
WindoW for a deteriorating mixture may be reached. 

[0072] The carrier elements or perhaps means are prefer 
ably arranged in groups or series on trays or the like, so that 
a plurality of carrier means may be removed from or situated 
in the apparatus simultaneously, and the apparatus prefer 
ably also comprises means for performing the intermediate 
storage of the carrier means With samples thereon and the 
removal of the carrier means from the apparatus automati 
cally. 

[0073] The operation of the staining apparatus Will gen 
erally be controlled by means of control means, typically a 
computer having a central processing unit and one or more 
memory unit associated thereWith, means for controlling the 
various operations of the apparatus by controlling step 
motors, solenoids, valves and/or other drive or control parts 
of the apparatus. The control means may have one or more 
data communication ports for enabling data communication 
With external computers by Wire or Wireless elements. The 
control element or perhaps means does not have to be 
physically arranged Within the apparatus itself but may be a 
computer external to the staining apparatus and connected to 
the apparatus via a data transmission port thereof. 

[0074] The present invention also relates to a method of 
fully automated treating of samples arranged on carrier 
elements by means of a staining apparatus controlled by 
means of a control element or means, Wherein the method 
comprises the steps of situating a plurality of carrier means 
intermediately in a carrier means station, each carrier means 
having a sample arranged thereon, applying a portion of a 
?rst reagent selected from a plurality of reagents to a mixing 
cup, applying a portion of a second reagent selected from a 
plurality of reagents to the mixing cup, mixing the reagents 
in the mixing cup by means of mixing means, moving a 
probe to the mixing cup by means of a probe drive means, 
removing a portion of the mixed reagents from the mixing 
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cup by means of the probe, moving the probe to a selected 
one of said carrier means, and applying the mixed reagents 
to the selected carrier means, so as to perform a treatment of 
the sample arranged on the selected carrier means. 

[0075] The present invention further relates to the use of 
an apparatus of the present invention as described above for 
exercising the method of the present invention. 

[0076] The embodiment shoWn in the ?gures and 
described in details beloW is only an example of an appa 
ratus in accordance With the present invention and is not 
limiting the Wider scope of the invention as described in the 
enclosed claims. 

[0077] As shoWn in FIG. 6, a detailed description of one 
embodiment of this aspect of the invention involves staining 
apparatus 201; The staining apparatus 201 may comprise a 
rectangular frame 204 surrounding a ?rst station 202 com 
prising an array of compartments Wherein each compartment 
a reagent vial 203 is placed, and a second station 205 
Wherein a number of separate racks 206 is placed, and Where 
each rack may comprise a number of microscope slides 207 
mounted side by side in the rack 206. In the embodiment 
shoWn, each rack may hold up to 17 slides, but the rack may 
be designed to hold any suitable number of slides. With eight 
racks arranged side by side; the shoWn embodiments may 
hold up to 136 slides 207 each having a sample, eg a tissue 
mounted on the upper side of the slide, so that reagent may 
be applied from above to the sample on each slide. 

[0078] A robot arm to move a probe 210 in X and Y 
direction as indicated by the arroWs X and Y may be 
arranged above the frame 204 of the staining apparatus. The 
robot arm may therefore position the probe 210 above all 
reagent vials 203 as Well as above all the microscope slides 
207, and may further operate the probe 210 to remove 
portions of a reagent contained in any of the vials or 
containers 203, to transfer the portion of reagent and apply 
it to any of the slides 207 in order to provide a selected 
staining or treatment of the sample on each slide 207. By use 
of a suitable control element, eg a computer having the 
appropriate softWare, subroutines, or input data for the 
purpose, this staining apparatus 201 may be able to auto 
matically stain or treat samples requiring different staining 
or treatment reagents and processes. 

[0079] Having the appropriate input data, the control 
element or perhaps means of the apparatus may operate the 
robot arm to commence a staining or treatment run by ?rstly 
moving the probe to a ?rst reagent vial or container 203, into 
Which the probe tip is inserted and liquid is aspirated up into 
the probe 210 in an amount corresponding to the number of 
samples to be stained or treated, in accordance With the input 
data provided to the control element. Additionally, under 
certain conditions, the instrument may be required to per 
form a reagent inventory before a staining or treatment run 
can commence. This inventory may be accomplished by use 
of the probe tip to actually touch the liquid surface in each 
reagent vial 203. To prevent cross-contamination betWeen 
the reagents in the various vials 203, a cleaning of the probe 
210 or at least the probe tip may be required after each 
measurement of a reagent level. 

[0080] The probe 210 may be moved by the robot arm 
toWards the slide rack system 205 in Which the slides 207 are 
mounted. The slides 207 may be situated With the surface 












